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            		In order to ensure that you are able to make payment, please upgrade your browser. 
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                        4,500.00
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            R 4,500.00

        

        
            Wallet funds:

            - R 

        

        
            Payment total:
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                        *We’ve limited the amount of wallet funds to R .
                        This is done to ensure that the transaction is able to meet African Bank R10.00 minimum transaction limit.
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                You have R  in your Payfast wallet. Pay with Instant EFT to use your funds.
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                                We round up to the nearest 10 cents for seamless cash payments.
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                            You may have funds or saved cards associated to your email address/cell number.

                            We will send you an OTP to access your information.
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                	Unfortunately the version of Internet Explorer you are using is no longer supported. Please try again using another browser.


            

        

            
            
                                    
    
        
            
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    How can we get hold of you?
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                    Currency exchange updated
                

                
                    
                        Please note the currency exchange rate for the currency you have selected has changed while you were completing your transaction

                        Your payment total has changed as follows:
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        How will you be paying today?

                
            
                
                
                    You have R  in your Payfast wallet. Pay with Instant EFT to use your funds.
                

            

        

        	
                                            
                    Credit & Cheque card
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                                    Select this payment method to see a list of supported apps.
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                                Use the following store cards to make a payment:
                                    RCS, Game, Makro, Builders, Cape Union Mart, Old Khaki, Keedo, Poetry, Tread & Miller, VIP, Coricraft, NWJ, CTM, Contempo, Supa Quick
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                        Are you sure you want to cancel this payment?

                    

                    
                        If yes, your payment won't be processed and you'll be redirected back to the merchants website.
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                        Cancel payment
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                PCI DSS Service Provider Level 1 Compliant.

                End User Agreement
                    and Privacy Policy


                Payfast handles secure online payments on behalf of Edgar Phillips.

                By transacting with PayFast, you acknowledge that you have read and agree to the terms of our End User Agreement.

            

            
                Need help? Please contact Edgar Phillips for assistance

            

        

    
    


